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CAPATCH is a use-one-time tool that works by 
contact with the roll as a kind of sticker. A calibrated 
amount of indicator fluid contained within a capsule 
on the sticker is forced across the roll under the 
Capatch sticker when the user runs across the 
surface with a blade, known as the doctor blade.

Stop Production Losses
In the printing industry, regularly testing the volume of 
your anilox or full coating gravure roll is crucial for 
preventing production losses. Don't assume that your 
roll has the correct cell volume. Use Capatch to:

• Obtain an indication of the volume of your 
roll

• Reduce production stops to five minutes or 
less

• Prevent scrap production
• Provide a verification of the volume of a roll 

after cleaning or maintenance

The Capatch is a cell volume tester 
                for anilox and gravure full coating rolls

The purpose of Capatch
The Capatch is "cell pollution trend watcher" and a 
quick method for measuring volumes of Anilox and 
Gravure full coating rolls in printing presses. The 
Capatch has a tolerance of plus or minus 10 
percent.  The Capatch is an additional tool for use 
in the printing press and gives a rapid reading but 
with a slightly larger tolerance. It takes no more than 
two minutes to apply the Capatch correctly.

Variation in Results
Much of the variations in results obtained by some 
users arise because the typical user does not push 
100% of the indicator liquid out of the capsule and 
into the cells of a roll. After a five minutes training 
the users are trained and understand how to empty 
the capsule of the Capatch and understand how to 
force all indicator liquid between the Capatch foil 
and the roll into the cells.

Application Frequency
This depends on the type of production: frequent 
changes of production and colors increase the 
likelihood that the cells will become plugged. Some 
printers check their rolls with Capatch every two 
weeks. On each roll they use at least two Capatch 
strips. In case of a large difference between the two 
results, they use a third Capatch strip for 
confirmation.

Storage
Keep in a cool and dark place. Avoid transport in a 
hot car during summer months.
Tests proof that storage for 24 months show no 
deterioration. "Use before date" is registered on 
every box with 24 Capatch strips.

Quality systems
Capatch is a Quality Check device. We are familiar 
with quality systems according to NEN-ISO 9000.



Step 1
Peel off the backing of the Capatch making sure to leave it attached to the Capatch. 
You will later use this attachment to remove Capatch from the roll.

Step 2
The blue, green, brown or red squares show where glue patches are located. Place the 
square at the top of the Capatch against the roll. Take the bottom square or the 
backing and stretch the Capatch downwards and place the bottom square against 
the roll, ensuring that it is properly attached without any wrinkles in the plastic foil and 
without trapping air between foil and roll.

Step 4
Read the result. Does the width of the stain have some effect on the volume 
measurement? Due to the properties of the indicator fluid, the width of the stain has no 
significant effect on the measurements and on the tolerance of plus or minus 10 
percent. The speed of the plastic doctor blade does have effect on the measurement 
results.

Step 6
Always clean the roll with directly after making a measurement. We advise to use IPA 
equivalent to clean the roll.

Step 5
Immediately remove the Capatch by tugging gently on the backing.

Step 3
Take the doctor blade and put the index finger on the arrow of the doctor blade. Keep 
the angle of your doctor blade roughly 45 degrees to the roll at all times while 
doctoring.  Start below the marked arrow on the Capatch, squeeze the indicator fluid 
from the capsule along the scale printed on the Capatch, moving in a slow tempo but 
with a firm press from the index finger (not the thumb) on the doctor blade. A slow 
tempo is needed to allow the indicator fluid to penetrate the cells bit by bit. Repeat this 
many times until there is no more visible movement of indicator fluid. 

Then use the left or right side, meaning moving the doctor blade arrow to the left or to 
the right of the arrow on the capsule, to squeeze the rest of the indicator fluid out of the 
capsule; this is typically at least 10 percent of the fluid, although it may not be easily 
visible in the capsule. Be aware that a layer of indicator fluid accumulates between 
the roll and the Capatch foil which is not in the cells, therefore repeat sharp doctoring 
on the rolls to make sure that All the indicator fluid has been pushed from the capsule 
and between the foil and the roll into the cells of the roll.  If you leave 10 percent of the 
little drop of indicator fluid behind in the capsule AND you leave 10 percent behind 
between the foil and the roll, the reading will result in a 20 percent error with the 
volume 20 percent too large.

How to use Capatch
Instructions !
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